
Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 11 May 2021

By Video Conference

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, M Turner, V Bedford

Apologies: C Sharpe, D Fraser, G Lloyd, C Bland, G Bland, J Watkins-Wright

Minutes of previous committee meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as a true record and IM was

actioned to post them to the website.

As there were only 3 attendees at the meeting the trustees were not quorate so no

trustee-level decisions could be taken (and none were necessary).

Matters Arising
● IM reported that he had met with the WI regarding the Mouseman chair, and that

they will discuss the issue at their next meeting, but were minded to lodge a form of

resolution that should anything happened to the Whixley WI the chair would revert

to the ownership of the village. To be confirmed.

● The follow-up on the lottery was done and was inconclusive with approximately

35-40 saying they will support next year (some have multiple tickets). Situation to be

reviewed in August.

● PAT testing - MT reported that this was in progress.

● Film club. This has now been announced as a free service seeking voluntary

donations. The next showing will be on 21st May.

Chairman’s report
1. Financials

○ The account balances as today are:

■ Current Account: £19,844

■ PayPal: £559

■ Cash: £147

■ Total: £20,776

○ Revenue for April totalled £355 producing a net cash outflow of £150 for the

month. There is one debt outstanding and we have yet to complete the

kitchen items purchase.
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○ IM has received notification of our successful application for a restart grant of

£8,000. Cash not received as yet.

2. Bookings

○ IM expects all of the regular bookings to restart on May 17th except as

previously notified. BadApple have cancelled their provisional booking for

July.

○ IM will be receiving the ticket information shortly for the October 19th Play,

The Catch after which he will set up ticket sales in the online shop.

○ New booking for a dance couple practice, 2-3 times a month

○ Tap class starts on Monday 17th

3. Other Activity

○ Grant application

○ IFF Survey relating to funding of toilets and entrance hall has been completed

detailing how we spent the grant funding and who benefitted.

Secretary’s report
● CS was unable to attend and will circulate a progress report on the CIO status project.

Action CS

Facilities Manager’s report
● Heating. MT to speak to D Porritt to ensure as far as possible that the heating is

programmed to match the diary. MT to make a poster telling users not to interfere

with the switches but if they must change the heating to only use the temperature

controls.

● MT and DF are concerned at the usage of heating oil. It has been an exceptionally

cold winter but the hall has been lightly used. MT will monitor usage and a log of

invoices has been added to the shared drive. MT asked whether other forms of

heating improvement were worth considering - such as recirculating fans (which to

our knowledge had not been considered).

● Hot Water. The installation is fine but there has been a problem with the timer

mechanism. MT is investigating a modern replacement from Inspire Home

Automation, and will progress its fitting as soon as he is happy with the engineering

solution. Anticipated cost of the new unit will be circa £250.

Action MT

● Snagging. There is already a sheet on the shared Google Drive to log any snagging or

maintenance issues. Current snags include a failed strip light and a broken toilet roll

holder.

● Isolator Switches. It is unclear who, if anyone, authorised the placement of the

isolator switches for the cooker. MT has written to Knaresborough Kitchens and will

report back on how a resolution can be found.
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● Electricity. A meter reading has been done and IM has negotiated a revised, much

lower, bill. A smart meter is to be fitted on May 14th.

AOB
● Playground. VB provided an overview of the work of the WhixPlay committee. The

questionnaire produced nearly 60 responses with a large majority in favour of

building a replacement if possible. 15 people left their names as potential helpers

and they have been contacted.

Meetings have been arranged with the GOPlay group who have offered to help with

funding advice, and with 2 potential suppliers, Komplan and Caledonian.

The Parish Council have also been informed of progress and the group are keen to

include the PC in their plans owing to the proximity of the proposed playground to

land owned by the PC.

● Bar. MT has produced a schedule of current stock check and has determined what

needs to be bought in time for the first event (film night). Several potential suppliers

were discussed including Majestic and Ocado as well as local Cash and Carry

warehouses. It was agreed that we need a service that will deliver to order without

an excessive price and Ocado seems to fit the bill. VB said she would help MT

investigate potential alternatives.

MT said that a small amount of out-of-date soft drinks would be given away at the

film night to those who wanted to take them. They cannot be sold.

● Awards for All projects. A discussion was held on what projects we might be able to

propose for lottery grant finance. There is a £10k limit on such grants and they need

to be for a specific identifiable project and demonstrate benefit to the community.

The refurbishment of the community lounge would be a prime candidate but if the

disabled toilet was removed to make more space there is no apparent alternative

location for such a facility without refurbishing the back store (a much larger project).

All to consider the scope and cost of this room refurbishment.

● AGM Date. The plan is to hold an event in the village hall on a Saturday afternoon

after June 21st, and then hold the AGM a week or so later. We will ask all users of the

hall and interested parties to set up a stall in the hall and invite residents to visit, talk

to the various activity organisers, have a drink and a snack and hopefully encourage

them to visit for the AGM and maybe volunteer for committee membership.

Saturday 17th July would be a suitable date for the hall event but finding an evening

for the AGM is more problematic as the hall is booked most weekday nights.
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Action: Suggestions please.

● Next Meeting. There being no other business the meeting closed at 9 pm. The next

meeting will be held by Zoom or in the Village Hall on Tuesday June 8th at 7:30pm.
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